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Today is the sixty-first True Children's Day, right?
If it were a person, we would say it has reached its
hwan gap [completion of a sixty-year cycle]. Those
of you present here today that have passed your
hwan gap [sixtieth birthday], are you the children
of God and of True Parents? Are you filial sons and
daughters? Are you loyal? To be honest, you
cannot say you are so 100 percent, right? What
God expects, as he expected from the first human
ancestors, is absolute faith, absolute love and
absolute obedience. This does not allow for selfcentered thoughts or comments. Even if you have
learned something for decades, if the word says
that it is not so, you must believe that 100 percent.
That is the duty of a true child.
Isn't the mother the one who has 99.99 percent
responsibility for the birth of a child? You must
have heard this a long time ago. From that point of view, when after sixty years I said that I am the only
begotten daughter, were you one with me? No one united with me. I said, "The only begotten daughter
was born in 1943." and "This only begotten daughter had to be born amidst a Christian foundation." The
spiritual work of the Korean Christian Church originates from the Presbyterian Church, which comes
from Calvin's Protestant Reformation, after Martin Luther promoted religious reform. John Calvin's role
influenced Christianity, especially among the Puritans. After the crucifixion of Jesus, Christians–whom as
I said before did not know what God is like and did not grasp Jesus' essence–waited for his return and
imposed a faith confined to a human-made system, which resulted in many problems. Thus, Luther called
for religious reform in 1517. Yet Calvin gave birth to Protestantism.

Relevant religious history
God gave birth to the United States, a country founded on Puritanism, to have a foundation for True
Parents. [Periods of] four hundred years are important in providential history. (In 1620, Puritans arrived

on a new continent.) It so happens that a Cain–Abel struggle for the elections is taking place. The
president of the republic decides who will take charge of the country. The one who understands the
providence and cares for God should be responsible for that country, and Korea has an important role in
that.
The pastors of the Northern Presbyterian Society went out into the world to testify. While Jesus was
expected to return on the clouds, Christians around Pyongyang, who worshiped in spirit and in truth,
stated that the Messiah would return in the flesh, and that the fall of our human ancestors was caused by
sex and not by a fruit of good and evil. I was born in 1943, when the spiritual groups were in the process
of laying a substantial foundation to receive the Lord at his Second Advent.
Kim Seong-do, head of the spiritual group died a year later. Heo Ho-bin's group inherited that mission, in
which along with [Korea's] liberation came its division into North and South, democratic and communist.
While the communist regime in the north was being strengthened, when I was six years old, Heo Ho-bin
testified about me as "the daughter of God, the Creator" who "will become the mother of the universe."
As we celebrate Children's Day, do you realize that you have spent more than sixty years…? The time has
come to overcome reality and assume responsibility for all periods of stagnation and failure to fulfill your
duty to have filial piety toward God and the True Parents. Do not make God wait.
This nation should not be in a position in which its citizens say they were ignorant. These people should
not be left in the same situation as the Israelites when they failed to do God's will in the past. Every day,
every hour, is urgent during this period. There are too many tasks that you, from our Family Federation,
citizens of this country and citizens of Cheon Il Guk now have to take on all over the world.
Mind the environment
I do not know if you are aware that because of the coronavirus and so many disposable masks, mountains
of rubbish are piling up and that this is becoming a big problem. Not only that, but humanity -- unaware
of God's providence and out of human greed -- is devastating the planet. I thought that with summer over
and the coming of winter, tornadoes would stop occurring, but just two days ago, on the news, I saw the
damage caused by a tornado in the Philippines.
It is indescribable. We must repent and ask ourselves why this reality keeps happening all over the world.
That is not the end. As long as this planet exists, living beings must continue to exist, and it is ignorant
human beings who stand in the way. One by one, people must be taught how to improve, taught the path
to unity and taught that if they dream of having any hope for the future, they need to know who they must
attend at the center of their lives.
If we can teach this country and the world that united under God, we can correct everything that is wrong
one by one, we will have hope for the future.
What do you think? You must proclaim that the only begotten daughter, True Mother, who can solve
these problems, is here on earth and you should become one with her. You, blessed families, must make
God's chosen people able to fulfill their responsibilities. And to the leaders of the Family Federation,
please know that CheonBo families belong to True Parents. Being tribal messiahs does not make you the
center. You must teach that [the center] is God and True Parents. Do not pack your bags and leave. The
attitude and responsibility of a blessed family and tribal messiah is to let go of everything and give back
to God and True Parents. Do you understand? I hope you understand that only by being in that position
can you be called "true children" who celebrate True Children's Day.

